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THE PRODUCT THEOREM

FOR TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY

BY

L. WAYNE GOODWYN

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following product theorem :

Theorem 2. Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff spaces and let T: X -*■ X and

S: Y-*- Y be continuous. Then

h(TxS) = h(T) + h(S),

where h denotes topological entropy [1], and Tx S: Xx Y-+ Xx Y is defined as

Tx S(x, y) = (Tx, Sy)   for (x, y)eXxY.

This theorem is stated in [1] without the assumption that A'and y be Hausdorff.

However, the first half of the proof depends on the assertion that for open covers a

of X and ß of Y, N(a xß) = N(a) ■ N(ß). Without much difficulty one can construct

examples where this equality does not hold, so that the proof in [1] yields only that

h(TxS)^h(T) + h(S).

1. Introduction. By a flow we mean a pair (X, T), where A" is a compact

Hausdorff space and F: X^~ X is a continuous map. Throughout the paper,

(A", F) and ( Y, S) will denote arbitrary flows. If F is a homeomorphism from X

onto X, we say that (X, T) is a cascade.

In §2 we prove the product theorem for cascades, proving it first for subcascades

of sequence cascades. In §3 we prove an inverse limit theorem which is used in

§4 to generalize the product theorem. In §5 we give an example which shows that

closed covers can, in general, yield larger entropy than open covers.

We shall use some notation and results from both [1] and [3]. We say that a

cover ß of X is a shrinking of a cover a if there is a function g from a subcollection

a of a onto ß such that

g(A) <= A   for all A e a.

It is clear that in this case, the order of ß is less than or equal to the order of a.

We say that a cover is nonoverlapping if the intersection of any two different

members has no interior. Note that a shrinking of a nonoverlapping cover is non-

overlapping. If (A", F) is a cascade and if a is a finite closed nonoverlapping cover

of X, then V?=o F "'a is also a finite closed nonoverlapping cover for any positive
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integer «. Here, it is essential that 7 be a homeomorphism, and it is for this reason

that we restrict our attention at first to cascades.

Proposition 1. Let a be a finite closed nonoverlapping cover of X. Then N(a) is

the number of sets of a which have interior.

Proof. Let ß he the collection of sets in a which have interior, and let W be the

union of the sets in a which do not have interior. Then

O (X-A) c W.
Aeß

But C\Aeß (X—A) is open, and IF has no interior, so C\MB (X— A) must be empty,

which means that ß is a cover of X. On the other hand, each set of ß is essential to a,

for if Aeß were not essential, then A<^{JBea._B^AB, so A^[JBea.B¥:A B n A,

contradicting the fact that A has interior. Hence ß is a subcover of a of minimal

cardinality.

Corollary 1. Let a and ß be finite closed nonoverlapping covers of X and Y

respectively. Then N(a x ß) = N(a) ■ N(ß). Hence, if(X, 7) and (Y, S) are cascades,

h(axß, TxS) = h(a, T) + h(ß, S).

Proposition 2. Every finite closed cover of X has a closed nonoverlapping

shrinking.

Proof. Let a = {Ax, ■ ■ -, Aq} be a closed cover. Define Bl = Al — [Jj<iA^,

i= 1,..., q, where A° denotes the interior of A,-. Then for i<k, Bt n Bk<^A¡ — A°,

and so B = {BX,■ ■ -, Bq} is nonoverlapping.

2. The theorem for cascades.    We let / denote the interval [0, 1 ] and we let Z

denote the set of integers and Z+ the set of nonnegative integers. For a positive

integer m, we let Cm denote the set of all bisequences (... x(— 1), x(0), x(l),...)

of points in Im, i.e., Cm = (Im)z. We let Cm have the product topology and we define

am: Cm -> Cm by the rule

om(x)(n) = x(« +1)   for x e Cm, « e Z.

We let 7rm : Cm -> Im he the projection

7rm(x) = x(0)   for x e Cm.

We shall use the following theorem from dimension theory :

Theorem. For every open cover of Im there is a finite closed refinement of order

úm+\.

If (X, 7) is a cascade, then it is easily seen that, for positive integers p and « and

a cover a of X,

p+n n ¡v \

V   T-'a a  V T-'l V   T-'a).
i=-p j = 0 \i=-j> /
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It follows by a straightforward argument that

A( V   T-kt, Tj = h(a, T).

Lemma 1. Let (X, T) and (Y, S) be subcascades of(Cn, am). Then

h(T) + h(S) g h(TxS) + 2log(m+l).

Proof. Let a be an open cover of Cm. Because of the definition of the topology

for Cm, we can refine a to a basic open cover of the form

«'= V "¿'"»Hßd¡=-p

where p is a positive integer and the ß, are open covers of 7m. Furthermore, taking

ß = \/'~-pßi, we have

V    a-'TT-\ß)>a.
t= -p

Now by the above mentioned theorem in dimension theory, we can choose a finite

closed cover y of Im of order ^m+l which is a refinement of ß. Letting ßx =

{tt-\B) n X | B e ß} and ß2 = {"m1(B) ^ Y | B e ß}, we can apply Proposition 2 to

obtain shrinkings 8X of ßx and S2 of ß2 which are closed nonoverlapping covers of

A and F respectively. Now 8X and S2 each have order g m+ I, so 8X x 82 has order

^(m+l)2, and it follows from Proposition 2 of [3] that

h(8xx82, TxS) <t h(TxS) + 2log(m+l).

Now using Corollary 1,

hx(a, T) + hY(a, S) ^ //(iVp T-%, r)+A(f y_p S-%, s)

= h(ßx, T) + h(ß2, S) S h(8x, T) + h(82, S)

= h(8xx82,TxS) ^ h(Tx S) + 2 log (m +1).

Now since a was an arbitrary open cover, the lemma is proved.

Corollary 2. If (X, T) and ( Y, S) are subcascades of(Cm, am), then

h(T) + h(S) = /i(FxS).

Proof. Let n be a positive integer. Then (A', Tn) and ( Y, Sn) are subcascades of

(Cm, CTm)- But it can be shown, as in Proposition 3 of [3], that (Cm, o^,) is isomorphic

to (Cmn, omn), so that from the lemma, h(Tn) + h(Sn)^h(Tnx Sn) + 2 log (mn+l).

Now, using Theorem 2 of [1], we have

h(T) + h(S)-h(TxS) = (llri)(h(Tn) + h(Sn)-h((TxS)n))

^ (l¡ri)-2log(mn+l).
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We now let « tend to infinity and observe that (l/«)-2 log («2«+1) tends to zero,

giving h(T) + h(S)Sh(Tx S). Since the reverse inequality was proved in [1], we

are done.

If (X, 7) is a cascade and </> is a homomorphism from (X, 7) into some (Cm, am),

we say that ^ is a representation of (X, T), and we let 70 denote the restriction of

am to cb(X). We let R'(X, 7) denote the set of all representations of (X, 7). The

following proposition is completely analogous to Theorem 2 of [3], and the proof

will be omitted.

Proposition 3. h(T) = sup {«(7¿) | 4, e R'(X, 7)}.

Lemma 2. If(X, T) and(Y, S) are cascades, then h(Tx S) = h(T) + h(S).

Proof. Let e>0. Then by the above proposition, we can choose j>e R'(X, T)

and </> e R'( Y, S) such that «(7) ^ h(T„) + e/2 and «(7) ^ h(S„) + e/2. It follows from

Corollary 2 that

h(T) + h(S) ^ h(Té) + h(S^) + e = h(T„xS^) + e.

However, the cascade (cf>(X) x cf>( Y), T0 x S^) is a homomorphic image of the

cascade (X x Y,TxS), so h(T) + h(S)^h(TxS) + e. Hence, h(T) + h(S)^ h(T x S),

and since the reverse inequality is known, the lemma is proved.

3. A theorem on inverse limits. In this section we assume that there is given a

directed set J, a system of flows {(X{, T)}iej, and a consistent collection of

homomorphisms Áu: (X¡, T) -> (Xf, T,) for i,jeJ, i^j.

The inverse limit of this system is defined to be the flow (X, 7), where

X = fx = (x)i^ e Y\ Xt   hÁx¡) = xk for/ k e JJ ^ k\,

and 7: X —> X is given by

(7(x))¡ = Tt(x)   for xeX,ieJ.

X is given the topology induced from the product topology on ELeJ»" X¡. We let

A¡ : X ->- Xi he the coordinate projections restricted to X.

Theorem 1. h(T) ^ supiEjf h(T), and if the bonding maps A(i are all surjective, then

«(7) = limi£jf«(7i).

Before proving Theorem 1, we note that the requirement that the bonding maps

be surjective is necessary for the equality h(T) = limiej h(T). For if we let Xt =

{x e Cx I x(«)^ 1// for all « eZ}, and 7¡ = ct1|Xí, for ieZ + , and if we let the A(J be

the inclusion maps, then it can be easily seen that the inverse limit flow (X, 7) is the

trivial one-point flow. On the other hand, it follows from work in [1] that «(7¡) = oo

for ieZ + .

To prove Theorem 1, we need a lemma about inverse limits of compact

Hausdorff spaces which has nothing to do with flows.
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Lemma 3. For each open cover a of X, there is an index k e J and an open cover ß

of Xk such that Xk\ß)>a.

Proof. Because of the compactness of X and the definition of the product

topology, we can choose a basic refinement of a of the form :

y = KlÍYi) V X-\y2) V • • • V Xrq\yq),

where {ix,..., iq} is a finite subset of./, and yx, ■ ■ -,yq are open covers of A^,..., Xiq

respectively. We now let k = max {/,,..., /,} and note that because of the consistency

of the Xtj, we have

K'iYr) = KKKiîiyr))   for r = 1,..., q.

Now letting /S = \/?=1 Xk^(yr), we have Xk1(ß) = y>a, and we are done.

Proof of Theorem 1. For each open cover a of X, we let k and ß be as in the

lemma. It follows from Property 7 of [1], that h(Xk 1(ß), T)^h(ß, Tk). Hence,

h(a, T) è h(Xk\ß), T) í h(ß, Tk) ú h(Tk) g sup h(T,).

Since a was arbitrary, we have h(T) ;S supisJr h(T¡). Now if the X,¡ are assumed to be

surjective, then the Xi are also surjective, and it follows that h(T)^h(T,) for all

i e J. It also follows that, for i£j, h(Tt)^h(T^, so that h(T) = limies /i(F¡).

4. The general product theorem. In this section we generalize Lemma 2, using

a method introduced in [2] for constructing a cascade from a given flow.

If (A', F) is a flow, we let (X*, T*) be the inverse limit of {(A¡, F,)}ieZ+, where each

(X,, T,) = (X, T), and the bonding maps are given by X^^T1'', for i^j. Theorem 1

yields h(T*)^h(T), and in fact, we shall show h(T*)=h(T). We note that (A*, F*)

is a cascade; for the inverse of F* is the shift, a, defined by (o(x))i=xi+x, for

xe X*, ieZ+.

We define

X = f)  Tn(X)   and   T = T\X.
nsZ+

It is evident that f(X)^Î, and we claim that, in fact, T(X) = X. For let xel.

Then for each« eZ+, T~\x) n Fn(A')#0,and it follows from the compactness of

T-\x) that

T-\x) n A" = T-\x) n fl Tn(X) # 0,
n = l

so that f maps A^ onto X.

Proposition 4. If U is an open set containing X, then there is some k eZ+ such

that Tk(X)c U.

Proof. This follows from the compactness of X, and the fact that

{A--rn(A-)|«eZ}u{i7}

is an open cover of X.
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Propositions. h(T)=h(T).

Proof. Let a be an open cover of X and let e>0. From the definition of hx(a, 7),

we can choose meZ+ so large that

1 /m-l

-!
m

V   T-ta)  <hx(a,T) + ,
i = 0 /

Let ß be a subcover of X/T^o1 T~'a of minimal cardinality relative to %. By

Proposition 4, we can choose a k so large that T~k(ß) covers X. Hence, using

Property 4 and Property 7 of [1], we have, for any « eZ + ,

/mn- 1

¿V
(mn-1 \ /mn+k-1 \

y   T-'aj ^ n(    y     T-'aj

= WiV T~ia)  V  7-fcf\/   T-'a\  V T-mT-kC\l T~'a\

v ... y T-mcn + x)T-kly   T-'ajj

- N(y T~'a)'(N(T'kÇyl T~'aW - N(y0 T~ta)<N*w-

Hence,

/mn-1 \ /fc-1 \

— logN( V  r-'o) ^ —log /v   V 7-'«)+-log^ijS)
«j« V ¡ = o /      mn \¡ = o j    m

< — log A^(V r-'«) +«*(«, f)+*
«Î« \i = 0 /

Now, letting « tend to infinity, we note that (ljmn)log N(\/kZo T''a) tends to

zero, so we have h(a, T)^hx(a, f) + e^h(f) + e. Since e and a were arbitrary, we

have h(T)^h(f). But the reverse inequality follows from Theorem 4 of [1], so the

proposition is proved.

Proposition 6. h(T*)=h(T).

Proof. We simply note that (X*, f*) = (X*, 7*) so that, by Proposition 5 and

the second part of Theorem 1, we have h(T) = h(f) = h(T*) = h(T*).

Theorem2. h(TxS) = h(T) + h(S).

Proof. We first note that (X* x Y*, 7* x S*) is canonically isomorphic to

((lx Y)*, (Tx S)*). Hence, by Proposition 6 and Lemma 2,

h(TxS) = «((7x5)*) = h(T*xS*) = h(T*) + h(S*) = h(T) + h(S).

We can generalize even further:

Theorem 3. Let {(Xk, Tk)}keX- be an arbitrary collection of flows. Let X= ELejr Xk,

and let T: X^Xbe defined by

(T(x))k = Tk(xk),       xeX,keJT.

Then h(T) = 7ke* h(Tk).
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Proof. We let J be the collection of all finite subsets of X, ordered by inclusion.

We let ( Fj, S,) = ]~[ke, (Xk, Tk), and we let Ai; be the natural projections. It is

straightforward to show that (X, T) is isomorphic to the inverse limit of the

system {( Yt, Si)}iss. We now note that, by Theorem 2, h(S,) = 2kel h(Tk), and so, by

the second part of Theorem 1,

h(T) = lim h(S,) = lim J h(Tk) = £ KTJ.

5. An example. In this section we construct a cascade which has topological

entropy equal to zero, and which has a finite closed cover having entropy equal to

log 2.

The cascade will be a subcascade of the sequence cascade (Cx, ox) defined in §2.

For each positive integer m, we define Xm to be the set of all bisequences x =

(■ ■ -x(-l), x(0), x(l),- • •) e Cx satisfying the requirement that there are no more

than m integers / such that \x(i) — $\ > \\m. It can be checked that Xm is closed and

o^-invariant. We now define

00

X=  pi Xm,       T=ox\x   and   v = ttx\x.
m = l

To show that h(T) = 0, it will suffice to show that h(Tr~1(a), F) = 0 for open covers

a of I, because every open cover of A" has a refinement of the form \/?= -<¡ T~i-n~1a.

Let us write a = {Vx,..., Vt}, and i/i = 7r_1(Fi) for i=l,...,t. We can choose

Vr e a such that $ e V„ and we can choose m so large that the interval

[t— \\m, \+l\m] is contained in Vr. For a fixed integer « larger than m, we let

sí be the set of all subsets of {0, 1,...,«— 1} with exactly m members, so that sf

contains n\¡m\(n — m)\ sets. For A e sJ, we let A' denote the complement of A in

{0, 1,..., n— 1}. For a function cfrom a set A e j/into the set {1,..., /}, we define

which is a member of Vf^o1 T-'w'^a). We let

y = {Wc\Aestf and c:A-+{l,..., t}},

and we observe that y has no more than (n\jm\(n-m)\)pm members, hence no

more than nmpm members. Next, we claim that y covers X. Let xe X. Then x e Xm,

so there is a set A esi such that \x(i) — %\ £ l\m for all ie A'. Thus, for ie A',

tt(T'x) = oí(x)(0) = x(í) e Vr, so that Tx e U„ and hence x e C]leA. T-'Ur. Now, for

i e A, we choose c(i) so that T'x e Uc{t), and it follows that x e Wc. This shows that

y covers X, so that we have a subcover of Vi^o1 F"'7r_1(a) with no more than nmpm

members, and we have 7V(V?=o T-tTr-1(a))^nmpm. Hence,

-log TV (V T-'tt-^o)) ^ - log pmnm,
n \i=o /      n

and letting n tend to infinity, we obtain A(7r_1(a), F) = 0. Hence, the topological

entropy of T is zero.
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We now define F0 = {x e X : x(0) e [0, £]} and Fx ={x e X : x(0) e [i 1]}, and

let ß = {F0, Fx}. We claim that h(ß, 7) = log 2. Let « be a fixed positive integer. For

each function b from {0,...,«— 1} into {0, 1}, we let

Gb = FM0) n 7"^, rv • -n 7-+1Fn_1 e V T"'/?
1 = 0

and we let x„ be the point of X defined by the rule

xb = i-(-l)Wi)/n   for/ = 0, 1,...,«-1,

= 0 for / < 0 or / ^ «.

Then it can be shown that xb e G¡, and that x„ £ G¡,. whenever b'^b. Thus, for each

b: {0,...,«— 1} ->{0, 1}, G¡, is an essential member of the cover V?=o T~*ß, so

that N(\ff-¿ T-lß) = 2n. Hence,

-logNÇy T~lß\ =log2.
« \l = 0 /

Since « was arbitrary, h(ß, 7) = log 2.
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